
Chinese	and	Western	Combinations	
Aries	(Dragon)	Month		

Combination	with	Horse	Year:				

 

"Being" Mars, Fire, Cardinal              
 
"Feel"  Yang-Negative Fire 
 
Characteristics: Clairvoyance, Sagacity, 
Domination, Compassion, Attractiveness, Intuition, 
Heartiness, Discretion, Willfulness, Talent, 
Affability, Excess, Presumption, Sanctimony, 
Exclusiveness, Drive, Courage, Ostentation, 
Naiveté, Dissimulation, Laziness, Cupidity, 
Enterprise, Extravagance 
 
 

 

This combination is stubborn but filled with energy. None of this is to say that the 
Aries-Horse lacks good points. There are many. In spite of their pushiness, they are 
nice people. They are positive and this rubs off on others at times because of the full 
tank of energy they always seem to have. There is a lot of ego in the Aries-Horse and 
it motivates as well as drives them. The result is that they too, are pushy. They are 
sharp and slick, but not always as responsible as one would like and that creates 
problems. The problem is exacerbated because this trait in found in both the Aries and 
the Horse. Their half-full glass attitude is both innocent but catching. They will not be 
deterred from a vision of a better world. They are geniuses at it and basically well 
beyond your ordinary fix-it types. Logic is what they use here because Aries-Horses 
are incorrigibly practical. They can fix almost anything and make almost anything, 
from wooden toys to houses. They are able to remodel homes and decorate like 
professionals. Their main weapon for trying to establish such an environment is the 
truth, which they tell without shame and with frequency. They care about goodness 
and virtue and really can buckle down and work toward noble and lofty goals. Another 
highly positive feature of this combination is their ability to fix and make things.  
 
Romance: Sadly, unlike other collections, it is hard to be satisfied over time when 
collecting romance because it can never be deep enough. The Aries-Horse is doomed 
to disappointment in this department. Aries-Horses are collectors and they are very 
enthusiastic about what they collect. It is not baseball cards, coins or antiques that 
they collect, however. They collect love and romance. They fall in love at the drop of a 
hat. The curves or tone of voice grab them. Or it might be the hair or the way the other 
person moves.  
 
Relationships:  Libra-Rats and Monkeys, Capricorns-Rat and Boars are not good 
choices.  The best matches for the Aries-Horse are Sagittarius-Rams, Gemini-Tigers, 
or Gemini-Dogs. Aquarian-Rams are a possibility.   
 



Family Life: This combination is efficient and the no-nonsense type. They do not like 
people who drag their feet or who slowly muddle through things. There will be no 
procrastinating and there will be no half-hearted efforts. They like to get it done quickly 
and get it done right. It is clear whether a particular home is that of an Aries-Horse by 
the way it is decorated. It is conservative but tasteful. More than likely things have a 
natural appearance because this combination shuns the gaudy or any sort of frills. 
However, the home is not boring or banal because the Aries-Horse has a great 
imagination. This combination in their home is clearly the one in charge.  
 
Likelihood: Since this combination is the enthusiastic type, it is easy to shift gears. 
Their intelligence also plays a role in them often changing to a more practical career to 
one that is more mainstream. As a general rule, they switch from the artistic to the 
secure, but bring with them their creativity, intelligence and enthusiasm. Still, the 
choice is one that reflects their fundamental being, just as their home does. There are 
usually two stages in the careers of the Aries-Horse. In their youth, this combination is 
generally attracted to the arts. It might be music or acting or even the visual arts. As 
time goes by, the practical nature of their being usually takes over. 
 
Famous Aries/Horses: Nikita Khrushchev, Pearl Bailey, Sandra Day O'Connor, 
Michael York. 


